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Abstract. The article considers the question of physical modeling of
stresses in a compound rotation body of a complex form with a complex
loading distribution. According to the similarity parameters, the stresses,
deformations and displacements caused by the volume forces are reduced
proportionally to the similarity scale for geometrical dimensions which
complicates their direct modeling with the use of the models made from
conventional epoxy materials. The general methods of study of stresses
and deformations usually register them with an inadequate sensitivity. On
the basis of the independence principle, the initial problem is presented as
a superposition of two problems. In the first (uniform) problem, the
stresses in a rotation body caused by centrifugal forces are simulated
through the standard “freezing” method. For the solution of the second
(non-uniform) problem, the “freezing” of stresses is carried out in the
model domain corresponding to the centrifugal forces acting there, and, at
the room temperature, the models in their natural state are glued to the
model, and the “annealing” of the compound model is performed. The
components of radial, tangential and axial stresses at the outlines as well as
the cross-sections of models have been obtained through the methods of
normal translucence and of numerical integration of the equilibrium
equation.

1. Introduction
The modeling of the problems in mechanics of deformable solid bodies is carried out with
the help of the similarity parameters, on the basis of which the model is performed, the
loading conditions are determined, and the transition from the measured model values to
the corresponding values for the full-scale structure is put into practice. The similarity
factors for stresses K  t  , deformations K  t  , displacements Ku t  , geometrical

dimensions K L , volume forces K F t  and elasticity modulus K E in the process of
modeling of problems in the creep theory and the elasticity theory (in the problems of the
elasticity, the similarity factors become constant values, i.e. similarity scales) are connected
through the following formules [1].
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It follows from (1) that the stresses, deformations and displacements caused by volume
forces are reduced proportionally to the scale of similarity of geometrical dimensions. This
phenomenon complicates a direct modeling even for the most simple case of volume forces
(mass forces) through the photo-elasticity method with the use of models made from
conventional epoxy materials. The general methods of study of stresses and deformations
usually register them with an inadequate sensitivity. The modeling procedures for volume
forces are considered in works [2, 3, 4].
When modeling the problems with different characteristics , Е, , in different body

domains (in contrast to the problems when these characteristics have constant values in the
whole body), we have to observe some additional relationships between the similarity
factors (scales) [5]:

K1  K 2  ...  Kn  1,
K E1  K E 2  ...  K En ,

K F1t   K F 2 t   ...  K Fn t  ,
K T  1 K 1  K 2  ...  K n ,

(2)

where n is the number of domains with different characteristics.
These conditions create some restrictions and difficulties for the use of traditional
techniques. Some new potentialities for the solution of such problems may appear with the
use of the properties of polymers displayed during the process of polymerization (methods
of polymerization, straitened shrinkage and fixation of temperature stresses) [6].
In addition to that, the methods are being developed especially for the determination of
stresses caused by mechanical loading and temperature on the models made from a standard
optical sensitive material in the problems with different characteristics in different body
domains [7].
Taking into consideration the aforesaid methods allowing us to obtain effective
to be constant in the whole body in the
solutions, we take the characteristics , Е ,
process of solution of the problem of effect of volume forces.

2. Methodology
The engineering practice, in particular, the machine building, more and more uses
compound (composite) structural elements made from materials with different volume
masses. In their earlier works, the authors considered only uniform rotation bodies [8]. The
analysis of stress-and-strain state of compound structural elements is reduced to the
solution of complicated systems of partial differential equations, the direct solution of
which is quite difficult. Thus, many important practical problems for compound bodies
cannot be solved theoretically yet. The determination of stress-and-strain state of compound
structural elements with complicated forms and with a complicated distribution of loading
is one of such problems.
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Let us consider a volume rotation body composed of two materials with the density values
1

and

fsc

2

(Fig. 1). This compound structural element rotates with the angular velocity

, and it is under the influence of volume centrifugal forces
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Fig. 1. Compound rotation body under the effect of centrifugal forces.

3. Main part
We use the principle of independence of action of forces and interpret the solution of the
initial problem as the sum of two problems.
1. In the whole compound body (V = V1 + V2) the following volume forces act:

Fх 

2

2
fsc

x , Fу 
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2
fsc

у , Fz  0 в V.

2. The compound body is under the action of the volume forces
2
2
F =0 в V1,
Fx  ( 1
2 ) fsc х, Fу  ( 1
2 ) fsc у, z

(5)
(6)

(7)
Fx = Fy =Fz = 0 в V2.
In the process of modeling of these problems, a standard optical sensitive material is used
with the following characteristics
МPа.
Тfr = 1300С, Еfr = 20,0 МPа, v fr  0.5 , (1,0)
0, fr  0,046
The stresses in a uniform rotation body caused by centrifugal forces in the first problem
are simulated as usual: in the model of the V domain with the angular rotation velocity
mod , the “freezing” of stresses corresponding to the unknown quantities is carried out.
For the solution of the second problem, we perform in the model of the V1 domain the
“freezing” of stresses corresponding to the centrifugal forces acting in the V1 domain.
Further, we glue to the model of the V1 domain at room temperature the models of the V2
domain which are in their natural state, and then we carry out the “annealing” of the
composed model.
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The methods of normal translucence of sections and of numerical integration of the
equilibrium equation along the z-axis gave the components of radial

 r , tangential  and

axial  z stresses at the outlines of the models and at two cross-sections.
The stress diagrams in the models are shown in Figures 2-4.

Fig. 2. Stress diagrams
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z

[MPa] in the model of the V domain.

Fig. 3. Stress diagrams
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[MPa] in the model of the V 1 domain.
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Fig. 4. Stress diagrams
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[MPa] in the model, composed of areas V1 and

V2, after annealing.
In accordance with the parameters of modeling of a volume static elastic problem, we
obtain the following formula of transition from the stresses in the models to the stresses in a
full-scale structural element:

where: К 

fsc
mod

( mod )
( mod )
ij( fsc )  К 2 К Кl  К ij( mod )  (1 К )(ij
ij )  ,


l
, К  1 , К l  fsc , К  2 ;
lmod
mod
1

(8)

ij( mod ) - stress in the model of area V;
( mod )

ij

- stress in the model of area V1;

( mod )

ij

- stresses in models made up of areas V1 and V2 after annealing.
The presented experimental studies allow us to analyze the influence of the ratio of the
densities of materials from which the body is composed on the stressed state of the whole
structural element.
The results of the analysis are shown in Figures 5 and 6.
For the structural element under consideration, the studies showed:
- the stresses

z

are negligible as compared with

r

and

 ;

- the ratio of densities in a compound body effects (both quantitatively and qualitatively) on
the stressed state of the structure.
Therefore, changing the ratio of densities of the materials in a compound body, i.e.
choosing the materials with different volume masses, we can change the value and the
distribution of stresses at either cross-section of the structural element, which is of great
practical interest.
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Fig. 5. The effect of the parameter
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Fig. 6. The effect of the parameter
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Suppose that in the considered compound structural element it is required that there
were no radial expanding stresses at the outline points located at the joint of two materials.
The radial expanding stresses may be eliminated through an appropriate choice of the ratio
K of densities.
Supposing in (8) (r fsc )  0 , we obtain the equation
( mod )
К 2 К Кl  К (rmod )  (1 К )(r


from which with known experimental values

( mod )

r

)   0 ,


( mod )

(rmod ) , r

we can find
0,4К+0,5(1-К) = 0

6

( mod )

, r

(9)
and К 2 К Кl  0
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К=5
Thus, with К  5 there will be no radial expanding stresses at the outline points located
at the joint of two materials.

4. Conclusions
Since the changes in the ratio of densities of materials in a compound body cause
considerable changes in both the values of stresses and their distribution, it is necessary to
consider the inequality of volume masses of the compound body when studying such
structural elements.
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